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"Applicable Mathematics" in Mathematics Education   
Selected Results of a Viennese Research Project1

Hans Humenberger,  Vienna (Austria) and Dortmund (Germany)

Abstract: In this paper we want to present some results of our empirical investigations concerning Teaching

applications in mathematics education. We asked students (491 students mostly of age 17), student

teachers ("pre-service teachers", 202 candidates), and in-service mathematics teachers (173 candidates) to
tell us their opinion about Teaching applications in mathematics education by answering our questions

(written on questionaires). We also dealt with another item: are there differences between students´ and

teachers´ perceptions concerning the process "mathematics lesson" ?  Which differences are there?

1      Teaching Applications (perhaps  better: "Applicable Mathematics")

We have had a broad discussion all over the world about "Teaching applications in

mathematics  education"  especially since the "New Math" of the sixties failed to bring the

hoped for success. Students did not understand mathematics better although they were

told and taught the so called "fundamental structures" of mathematics. The German

discussion about this matter started at the beginning of the seventies and is  as well as

the international discussion  a reaction to the failure of the "New Math". We can find a

brief survey of the whole German discussion for instance in Kaiser 1995. In our opinion,

today´s discussion should not be concerned primarily with applications in physics or with

other "real-world-problems"; and not with attempts to distinguish between real world and

mathematical models. The main goals of today´s discussion should be items that are

important in the process of application: modelling becomes more important than models,

words such as applying and applicable become more important than applied or

applications. The activities of learning should be at the centre of the discussions and,

according to Hans Freudenthal (1973), we could say that it is not so important that

students learn applied mathematics, but that they should learn how to apply it. Teachers

should spend more time in finding suitable answers to the question: how to teach

mathematics so as to be useful? (cf. Freudenthal 1968).

Teaching  mathematics so as to be useful should not be a separate part of mathematics

("applied" versus "pure" mathematics), it should be a general attitude towards

mathematics and the teaching of mathematics.  Students should see and experience that

mathematics is a language into which we can translate many problems, and it helps us to

handle and solve those problems in many cases. That mathematics can help us to

understand and formulate things more clearly. This should not mean that we ought to

reduce teaching mathematics to telling stories and "translating" them, making models, or
                                                       
1 This paper is an English short-version of Humenberger 1997. I would like to thank Prof. H.-C. Reichel

(University of Vienna) for being the head of the project and HR A. Plessl (leading member of the Viennese
School Authorities) for giving permission to our investigations in 15 Viennese schools.
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doing exclusively so called "real-world-mathematics". Students must get a well balanced

"idea" of mathematics: as a means to solve problems (posed somewhere outside of

mathematics) and as a beautiful science with its own rules and laws, a science which it is

worthwile to  work at. But there are no clear and broadly accepted definitions as to

whether teachers´ personal concepts of mathematics are well balanced or not, every

teacher has to think about this matter and decide for her- or him-self!

2         Description of the "candidates" who answered our questions

In our research project there were three different kinds of candidates who answered our

questions. We had only extremely small financial- and staff-resources (besides doing all

the empirical work concerning questionaires was only a part of the whole research

project). This is the reason why we could not ask all Austrian students, student teachers

and mathematics teachers. We had to concentrate primarily on the city of Vienna. We

could not even manage to ask all Viennese students, student teachers and mathematics

teachers, so we had to "choose" our candidates. Due to our small capacities we could not

give the same chance for participating to every Viennese student, student teacher or

mathematics teacher, i.e. our samples were not really random samples. We are aware of

this deficiency in our project (having said that, there seems to be no particular reason for

our sample of participants to be far away from being truly representative).

Student Teachers: The questionaire for student teachers was closely related to their

mathematics education at school. Therefore we decided to ask student teachers in their

first year of studying at university or at teacher-training college. In Austria the teachers for

grammar schools (high schools) are trained at university; the teachers for primary and

secondary schools are trained at teacher-training colleges. Prof. Reichel, who was the

head of the project, is teaching at the University of Vienna and in the year 1994 he also

taught at a teacher-training college. In one of his lectures on "Analysis 1" (university) and

in one of his lectures on "Linear Algebra" (teacher-training college) we asked the student

teachers to answer a questionaire (152 student teachers at university, 50 student

teachers at teacher-training college). All the student teachers in the first year of education

have to join these lectures, so every student teacher in the first year of education (at both

institutions) had the same chance to participate in our project.

Students: The 15 schools participating in our investigations were not concentrated in one

particular area of Vienna (on the contrary,  the schools were widely spread over the whole

city: different kinds of grammar schools, different social standards etc.). The students

were all about the same age and as old as possible, and they had rich experiences in

being educated in mathematics. We could not ask the students of the last (12th) year
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because they were too busy with their final exams, so we asked students primarily of the

11th year of school (403 students) and some of the 10th year (88).

Mathematics Teachers: Also most mathematics teachers of the same 15 schools

participated in our project (73 teachers); another 100 teachers we could ask during in-

service training courses for mathematics teachers; these mathematics teachers (also from

grammar schools) were partly Viennese teachers and partly from other Austrian areas.

3      "Applicable" and "Less Applicable" Fields of Mathematics

One  point of the research project was to find out which parts of mathematics students

and student teachers consider to be most applicable and which parts they consider to be

least applicable for solving problems of reality. Answering these questions was not done

by „multiple choice“, the candidates should express their first own ideas (concerning most

and least applicable mathematical fields) that came into their minds immediately after

reading the question. We left space on our questionaires and asked them to write down

by themselves one or two examples of mathematical parts which they regard as especially

applicable and as not applicable at all respectively.

3.1     The Student Teachers´ Opinion

53 student teachers (out of 202 candidates) said that Percentage calculations would be

especially applicable, Statistics was mentioned 49 times, Probability calculations (45),

Calculations of interest and dividends (45), Computations using the rule of three (29),

Trigonometry (29), etc.2 Of course, there were several other items with less than 29

references (not mentioned here), but there was nothing really surprising in the list of

applicable parts of mathematics mentioned by student teachers.

We were more astonished (at least at first glance) when we saw the answers to the

question about the parts of mathematics that are regarded as not applicable at all. The

first rank (23 times mentioned) was occupied by Integral calculus, the second by Complex

numbers (22), and the third by Differential calculus (20). That is: two of the three least

applicable parts of mathematics in the opinion of the student teachers were Integral

calculus and Differential calculus!

So, although they were students of mathematics at university3 they obviously never

realized at school or during their first months at university the broad applicability of

Differential- and Integral calculus! But looking at typical lectures on "Calculus" at

european universities then it becomes comprehensible that student teachers (students of

mathematics) regard the mentioned mathematical fields as merely theoretical chapters far

                                                       
2 They also could mention two or three fields each.
3 Therefore, in school these students probably were the best in mathematics!
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away from applicability. In these lectures "Calculus" is primarily seen and taught as a

strictly logical concept consisting of definitions, theorems and proofs (beginning with the

Completeness Theorem of Reals and ending up with e.g. Stokes´ Theorem). Probably this

is the result of aiming primarily at an academic and scientific education in all the subjects

taught at universities, especially in mathematics.

3.2     The Students´ Opinion

Students (mostly of age 17, i.e. 11th form , who did not know Integral calculus yet), had

also to answer the same questions, and had to write their own first ideas of applicable and

not applicable fields of mathematics respectively. The ranks concerning the number of

references of the applicable mathematical fields mentioned are shown in Table 1 (443 out

of 491 students did answer this question with at least one reference; many students had

two or three references so that we had 975 references in total, to applicable mathematical

fields).

Rank Mathematical field Number of references

1 Probability calculations 151

2 Percentage calculations 106

3 Basic arithmetical operations 105

4 Extreme value problems  87

5 Statistics  85

6 Trigonometry  63

7 Interest calculations  54

8 Computing areas and volumes  50

.... .........  ....

15 Differential calculus  17

Table 1:  Most applicable mathematical fields  by students´ opinion

The high number of references of Probability calculations is perhaps due to the fact (or at

least partly) that in many classes this was the current subject matter of  mathematics

lessons.

It seems remarkable to us that students consider Extreme value problems (Optimization)

to be much more applicable than Differential calculus. Obviously students regard them as

separate fields. This mathematically correct opinion (Differential calculus and Optimization

need not be the same) would be very desireable and could be easily explained if, at

school, several methods of optimization were taught (optimization by symmetry, using

basic inequalities, linear programming, using geometrical arguments etc.), but this usually
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is not the case. If students hear the words "minimum", "maximum", "extreme value" or the

like they automatically think of ' 0f = . But in spite of this, they have different experiences

and opinions concerning Optimization and Differential calculus. Again, the second glance

at this fact may give an explanation: students put all theoretical parts they have learned

into a "pot" called Differential calculus (definitions, limits processes, slopes of tangents,

Mean Value Theorem, computing derivatives etc.) whereas solving Extreme value

problems (even when using the method ' 0f =  exclusively)  involves in most cases reading

texts, making mathematical models (translating into "mathematical language") which

automatically gives an image of high applicability to this kind of problems. But, as we all

know, this is not necessarily true.

The students also were asked to mention some least applicable mathematical fields (650

references from 418 different students) and indeed in Table 2 Differential calculus ranges

much higher than Extreme value problems, as one would expect after reading Table 1

above.

Rank Mathematical field Number of references

1 Complex numbers 79

1 Vector calculations 79

3 Curve sketching 74

4 Differential calculus 55

5 Functions 51

6 Logarithm 42

7 Conics 35

8 Sequences and series 31

9 Extreme value problems 29

Table 2:  Least applicable mathematical fields  by students´ opinion

4      Differences in the Perception of Mathematics Lessons

Another aim of our empirical investigations was to clarify whether and to what extent the

students´ and the teachers´ perceptions concerning mathematics lessons in school are

different. We asked 491 students4  and 173 in-service mathematics teachers to answer

our questionaires on this. We all know that Teaching in general and Teaching

mathematics especially is not a process that we can  describe "completely" or determine

by well known and exactly defined factors (as we can with a computer program). Of

course, teachers and students may have fairly different experiences of the same "events":

of the same lesson that both have seen and experienced from another point of view. We
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wanted to quantify these possible differences. In order to be able to analyze  mathematics

lessons of reality we considered 18 student activities which are typical for the process of

mathematics teaching and learning (see Table 3).

The considered student activities during mathematics lessons were:

1 Speaking (not in the sense of chatting)

2 Writing numbers

3 Writing text

4 Making tables and diagrams

5 Making drafts, drawings, geometrical constructions

6 Working autonomously (independently)

7 Working together with a partner

8 Working in a group

9 Listening to the teacher

10 Listening to other students

11 Copying from the blackboard

12 Working with the mathematics textbook

13 Doing exercises (worksheets)

14 Thinking

15 Using the calculator

16 Using the computer

17 Arguing, reasoning, proving

18 Describing mathematical and nonmathematical "things"

(solutions, situations, models, methods, etc.)

Table 3:  Students´ activities during mathematics lessons

Students and teachers were asked to say how often these activities have to be done by

students during  mathematics lessons. They could take one of five possibilities in each of

their answers:

always               often              sometimes              seldom              never

Now, if most teachers say that students often or even always have to "argue, reason and

prove", and if most students say that we "argue, reason and prove" only seldom or even

never, then it is evident that there is a deep gap between the personal experiences

teachers and students have concerning the same process called a "mathematics lesson".

And such differences actually were the case: In 16 cases (out of the 18 possible

mentioned above) the experiences of students and teachers concerning the frequency of

                                                                                                                                                                                       
4 The students were mainly in the 11th form (82%) and partly in the 10th form (18%).
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students´ activities differ in a statistically significant manner (Mann-Whitney-test,

significance γ=0.95 or α=0.05 respectively). Therefore, we can say that the perception of

the process "mathematics teaching“, "mathematics learning", or "mathematics lesson" is

different between students and teachers. Roughly speaking: teachers only think that

during the lesson students have mainly to do special activities (see below - (1), Table 4)

whereas the students´ experiences and impressions of their own activities say something

quite different (in their opinion the activities of Table 5 are more frequent – see (2)). But

why are there these differences?  Do teachers plan their lesson somehow and in reality

the lesson goes its own way? Do teachers have in mind the planned version of the lesson

when answering the questions and do students have in mind "what really happened"

during the lesson? Do the differences between plan and reality happen with or without the

teachers´ realizing? Do teachers ignore that their ‘plan for‘ and the ‘reality of‘  their

lessons are not the same? Or do the lessons actually run according to the teachers´ plans

(i.e. both, teachers and students have in mind the same "real lesson" when answering the

questions) and the differences are only due to the different ways of  thinking, feeling,

speaking about the lessons? To all these questions we have no answers, but to find some

would be an interesting and important task for further research projects.

(1) Teachers assess the frequencies of the following twelve student activities at a

significantly higher level than students do (γ=0.95):

Speaking (not in the sense of chatting) Working in a group

Writing text Working with the mathematics textbook

Making tables and diagrams Thinking

Making drafts, drawings, constructions Using the computer

Working autonomously (independently) Arguing, reasoning, proving

Working together with a partner Describing math. and nonmath. "things"

(solutions, situations, models, methods)

Table 4

(2) Students assess the frequencies of the following four student activities at a

significantly higher level than teachers do (γ=0.95):

Writing numbers Doing exercises (worksheets)

Copying from the blackboard Using the calculator

Table 5

Looking at Fig.1 to Fig.6 on the following pages the differences between the students´

and the teachers´ perception of mathematics lessons (concerning the frequency of six

selected student activities) become clear. There are shown the percentages of teachers
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and students respectively who think that the frequency of the student activity  in question

is equal to always, often, sometimes, seldom, never. We selected four student activities

out of (1): Working autonomously (independently); Using the computer; Arguing,

reasoning, proving; Describing mathematical and nonmathematical "things" (solutions,

situations, models, methods, etc.) and two activities out of (2):  Writing numbers; Copying

from the blackboard.
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